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Principal’s Message
Farewell to Vera and Vlad!

On Monday we bid farewell to one of our Education Support Staff
members, Vera Lazarevic. Vera has been a valuåble member of Dinjerra
since 2019. This year, Vera has supported students and staff in the 5/6
and P/1 area, where she has brought her positive energy each and
every day. Vera was successful in her application for an Education
Support position at Roxburgh PS, which will be a 2 minute drive from
home - she won’t know herself! It wasn’t the ideal send off for Vera, as
there were many students and families that did not get the chance to
say goodbye. Vera, we wish you all the best in your career, and we will
miss your bubbly personality! If students and families would like to send
Vera a goodbye email, in lieu of a face to face goodbye, please email
Vera on: vera.lazarevic@education.vic.gov.au .

On Wednesday, we also said
goodbye
to
Vladislav
Duplyakin. Students and
families may not know Vlad,
but he has been at Dinjerra as our I.T. Technician for 17 years! That’s a big
stint! Vlad is employed by the Department of Education, and Vlad will cut down
to 4 days work now, and will continue his work for Western English Language
School (WELS) up the road, so we may see him close by. Thank you for all of
your support Vlad! We are looking forward to meeting our new technician, who,
like Vlad, we will have for 4 hours each week.
School Review - Day 1 - Validation Day 17th August
We have made plans to continue with our school review, albeit remotely. Day 1
is coming up on Tuesday 17th August, where the panel members will look back
over the last four years and see how well Dinjerra met its goals and targets from
its last School Strategic Plan. The members of the panel are:
● Reviewer - Lucy Glover from Valad Solutions
● Senior Education Improvement Leader (SEIL) - Natalie Bakai
● School Council President - Vesna Frisina
● Challenge Partners - Kay Willmott (principal of Footscray North PS) and Polly Hansen (acting principal of
Sunshine Harvester PS)

● Dinjerra Staff Members - Natalie Vulic, Mark Catterson, Catherine Robertson, Nazlia Edwards, Ivy Leach.
I am looking forward to Catherine Robertson joining us for a Keeping In Touch day, as part of her maternity leave.
Works at School - Air-Conditioning and Gaga Pits
We decided to take advantage of the down-time during remote learning and start
on some of our planned works, in order to improve our school.
Air Conditioning is currently being installed in all rooms from the new build.
Unfortunately, at the time of our building upgrade from the Victorian School Building
Authority (VSBA) in 2019, air conditioning was not included. By the time the
weather warms up, the children and staff will be much more comfortable in cooler
classrooms.
Gaga Pits: Ga-ga-GA! The students have been learning about the
game of GAGA! Think mixture of downball and dodgeball, in an
octagon-shaped pit! Well, Dinjerra now has two gaga pits, and
they are waiting
to be played in! If
you would like to
learn more about
the game, here
is a quick video
link:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jLXZMofWgoY . I am sure we will be
able to make our own Dinjerra video soon!
Things on hold and EVERYTHING crossed - Important Dates for Term 3:
Due to the uncertain end to remote learning, we are “on pause” for a few events coming up. We have everything crossed
that we will be able to continue our events as planned. Below is our original plan for the next few weeks, we will be in
touch if we need to reschedule events.
Week

Date

Item

Week 6

16th Aug

Science Week

Week 7

23rd Aug
25th Aug
27th Aug

Book Week
Bilingual Spanish Puppet Show Incursion
Book Parade 9:15am – start thinking about
costumes!
Art Sessions with artist Van Rudd

Week 8

30th Aug
2nd Sept
3rd Sept
5th Sept

Prep/1 Excursion to the Farm
Father’s Day Stall
Father’s Day Stall
Father’s Day

Week 10

17th Sept

Last day of term 3: assembly 1:30pm /
dismissal 2:00pm

A message from the Assistant Principal - Mr. Catterson

PREP ENROLMENT 2022
We are now taking enrolments for 2022. Please call the office to collect an enrolment form if you have a child that will
commence prep next year. You can also find an enrolment form from our school website. If you wish to have a tour
(pending Covid-19 clearance), please make an appointment at the office. If you know of any one who has a child that will
commence Prep in 2022 and who lives in our zone please ask them to call the office: (03) 9311 1598 to make an
appointment for a school tour.
https://www.dinjerra.vic.edu.au/ - Check out our newly updated School website
If you would like to enrol your child at Dinjerra Primary School you may do so by visiting the administration office
or alternatively by phoning us on 9311 1598 during school hours.
ONSITE TOUR - Pending Covid- 19 clearance
To book a personalised tour with our Principal Natalie Vulic, please contact the office on 9311 1598 or email
dinjerra.ps@education.vic.gov.au.
VIRTUAL TOUR: https://vimeo.com/457229859/89c3674160

The importance of regular Read Aloud opportunities

Our home reading program encourages children

to bring home ‘Just Right Texts’ to read to an adult or

older sibling, or independently. Children are encouraged to practise the reading goal set in class and engage with a text that is slightly
challenging but is able to be read independently and understood. However, just as important is for children of all ages to experience
being read to. Reading aloud allows children to access texts that they may not be able to access independently. It provides an
opportunity for children to see and hear skilled reading behaviours, which they then begin to imitate and internalise.
Modelled reading (reading to or reading aloud) involves children listening to a text read aloud by an adult or more experienced reader
(older sibling). The more experienced reader models skilled reading behaviour, enjoyment and interest in a range of different styles of
writing and types of text. Reading to or reading aloud provides an opportunity for you to demonstrate your enjoyment in reading, and
allows children to see a purpose in learning to read.
For older children with siblings, reading aloud to younger siblings is an opportunity for them to model their own enjoyment of texts and
to practice and consolidate their own skills.
Children gain practice in constructing images of events, people and objects that are removed from themselves. Unfamiliar and
unusual vocabulary and increasingly more complex text structures, features and genres can be introduced and explained.
Most importantly, reading aloud or being read to demonstrate interest and engagement in reading. A genuine engagement in reading
by an experienced reader can nurture a passion for literature. *
Ways you can support children when reading aloud to them:

*Adapted from the DET Victorian
Literacy Portal - Modelled Reading

P/1 LEARNING

Our Mini Olympics
On Thursday 5th, August the prep/one children were involved in a Mini Olympics afternoon. The
children worked in teams and had to decide which country they would represent. The teams were
involved in the following games: bean bag shot put, triple hoop step, basketball ring throw, egg and
spoon, passing the balloon, paper plate discus, long jump and hurdles.
The children stood around the quadrangle and carried the Olympic torch around the stadium completing
the honour with lighting the cauldron. Everyone cheered as the Mini Olympics began.
The teams upheld the Dinjerra Primary School Values as they participated in the games. They showed
persistence, encouragement , thoughtfulness and sportsmanship. Everyone had a great afternoon.

2/3 LEARNING
There has been a buzz in the 2/3 area surrounding the Olympics. The students were very excited to watch events during
their eating time and spent the days chatting about what they watched. Last week the students chose countries, created
flags and prepared for the 2/3 Olympics. Unfortunately, due to lockdown 6.0 the 2/3 Olympics had to be cancelled and were
replaced by the Potato Olympics in Remote Learning.
The students used a vegetable or fruit as their athlete who competed in various events - diving, gymnastics, distance and
dance.
Stay tuned for the winning country of the 2/3 Potato Olympics.

In Maths the students have been discovering measurement as they investigate the mass and area of different objects. The
grade 2s have been using informal units such as unifix blocks and balance scales, while the grade 3s were introduced to
formal units such as kilograms and centimetres squared.

4/5/6 LEARNING
Fractions!
In Maths,we have been learning about Fractions; numbers that express equal parts of a whole
object or a quantity of objects. The students have been investigating the concept by folding paper,
finding fractions of a collection, playing number line games and solving problems.

What can you do at home?
Start noticing and making a list of all the times you and your family use or notice fractions!
Some suggestions:
-As you measure ingredients when you are cooking (1 third of a cup);
-When you are talking about the time (half past, quarter to)
-If you watch or play sport (halves, quarters)
-Travelling places (halfway there, one third of the distance!)
-When you are shopping or using money (half price!)
Once you start looking for fractions in real life you can start to see them everywhere!

Farewell to Miss Vera!
Lastly, a BIG thank you and farewell to Miss Vera who sadly leaves us for a new opportunity at a different
school. We would like to thank her for all her support, encouragement and enthusiasm in the 4/5/6 area. Your
passion for your work will be missed and the students who worked with you will have fond memories of you.
All the best with your new venture!

New and Exciting Outdoor Play Equipment
Students will be excited to see that we have some new toys for them to play with when they return to school! The kitchen
area is well stocked for students to role-play! We have added several new basketball hoops in the quadrangle, which
have been a great hit so far! We also have more large blocks and animals to explore! We can’t wait to see the students
enjoying these new additions to our play areas!

Premiers’ Reading Challenge Update
Our Premiers’ Reading Challenge is in full swing at Dinjerra! Many of our students are busy reading and
adding to their reading tally! Well done everyone!
Congratulations to
Tue
Alice
Eshanth
Lex
who have completed the Challenge!
A special shout out to Loc in Prep, who was our first student to review a book! Great effort Loc!
There are 39 days left of the Challenge. Don’t forget to add what you are reading at home!

